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CINEBOOK: The 9th Art Publisher, 2015. So  cover. Condition: New. 1st Edition. 48pp Suitable for: 12+ years. In stock in Australia NOW, for
immediate delivery! For Nigel and the Faeriehood, the enemy also comes from within . Nigel is the last of the Genies, and the Faeriehood's final
hope. To get his powers back, he'll have to reconcile his two halves - the Human who wants nothing but a carefree life, and the genie, all fire and
violence. A balance must be reached, fragile and dangerous, before he can so much as recover the memories of his past lives. But Bound and the MI-
10 haven't abandoned the hunt, and have managed to place an agent inside the sanctuary . Urban fantasy: magic and weirdness creeping in at the
edges of a world in which magic is not the norm. Take the tube in London and meet a troll; listen to the man next to you order coffee-and-ambrosia .
A genre popularised by such acclaimed series as 'The Hollows' by Kim Harrison or 'The Dresden Files' by Jim Butcher. 'Sébastien Latour's writing
gives readers a fast-paced and twisty plot that takes both Nigel and the reader to unexpected places [.] On the art side Giulio De Vita's work is lovely
to look at - detailed, dynamic and slightly stylised to emphasise the otherworldliness of the many supernatural creatures that he is portraying
without losing the reality of the London setting' [Jeremy Briggs, Down The Tubes].
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